Challenges of the Seismic Image Resolution for Gas Exploration in the East Mediterranean Sea
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Abstract
Some discoveries in the East Mediterranean have been made in recent years, and production has begun. In 2015, the most promising exploration was the Zohr field off-shore Egypt. Many 2D/3D marine seismic acquisition surveys were conducted using improved technology to obtain a higher resolution image of the subsurface Mediterranean. Optimal acquisition and processing parameterization are required to obtain higher resolution subsurface images.

The work includes a summary of the most interesting basins in the East Mediterranean in terms of geology and structure, as well as the challenges of seismic exploration and a workflow to eliminate one of the most prevalent phenomena in marine seismic acquisition which known by bubbles effect.

The bubble energy causes the appearance of low-frequency periodic events following all refractors, resulting in poor seismic image resolution. The application of wavelet-dependent De-signature workflow will be discussed in this work, over the study area from offshore Egypt, which is characterised by a complex water bottom.

The proposed workflow shows a good and stable result in attenuating the bubble energy. It is now possible to completely remove the bubble effect from data using robust and consistent acquisition parameters, in addition to the application of the presented optimum proposed workflow.

Introduction
The offshore East Mediterranean region plays important role in oil and gas field. It has received increased international interest in the last few years, especially after recent huge reservoirs of gas have been discovered in offshore Egypt and Cyprus.

Based on the recent discoveries, The East Mediterranean is the hottest spot area for exploration compared with the West Mediterranean. The discovery of the Zohr field in the Levantine basin, offshore Egypt in 2015 changes the game of exploration in the Mediterranean Sea. Many international companies are now looking for new discoveries in the region. Therefore, updating subsurface seismic images are required to get clear information for the interesting areas. Recently, many
activities of new 2D/3D seismic acquisition surveys are acquired looking for a high-resolution subsurface image using recently high technology in the marine acquisition and processing.

The resolution of the seismic images is the most important step for any exploration to identify the subsurface structure. Seismic imaging resolution is always challenging and depends on many factors:

- The complexity of subsurface geology (structure and lithology).
- The target levels (shallow or deep).
- The type of the acquisition survey 2D/3D.
- The Optimum seismic processing flows.

The complex geological setting of the East Mediterranean Sea shows shallow carbonate reefs and shallow canyons which generate several multiple diffractions and undesired signal. The recording of the complexity of the seafloor is contaminated with complex seismic response need more effort to remove the undesired recorded response. Removing the source signature generation in the seismic acquisition is considered as one of the main challenges in the complex areas to get broadband seismic data processing and aim to get true earth response (Belhassen et al., 2017) [1].

The bubble energy removal and zero phasing of marine seismic data are known as the De-signature process and usually applied using a deterministic inverse filter. They are used to eliminate the bubble effect from the recorded seismic data. Most of these techniques depend on the two wavelets, the first wavelet is the recorded or modelled Far-Field signature and the second one is the desired output. Other techniques apply predictive deconvolution to remove the reverberation of the bubbles (Egbai et al., 2012) [2]. The stability of the source parameter in the seismic acquisition plays an important role in modelling and recording stable Far-Field signatures, which can be used as a reference input wavelet to the De-signature stage, especially in the case of dual and triple sources acquisition. The consistency of the source parametrizations in terms of air gun pressure, volume, source depth, array separation, and vessel speed improve the overall performance of the De-signature process.

**Geological Setting**

The Eastern Mediterranean is separated from the Western one by the Sicily channel and characterized by different ages and settings. The Eastern Mediterranean is the oldest and deepest point portion of the oceanic lithosphere mainly pre-Jurassic to Cretaceous age that is subducting under the Eurasian plate. The Western Mediterranean is much younger to the Eastern. It was developed as the now consumed oceanic crust of the African plate (the so-called Neo-Tethys, or Alpine Tethys) was subducted under Eurasia. (S. Goffredo and Z. Dubinsky 2014), [3].

The East Mediterranean was originated due to several phases of rifting between the major plates of Africa and Eurasia during the Early Triassic–Late Cretaceous (Gradmann et al., 2005) [4]. The bedrock is of Triassic age and has proved to be of highly attenuated continental crust origin (Ben-Avraham et al., 2002) [5].
The East Mediterranean includes two major basins of nearly the same age, the Levantine, and the Herodotus (Fig. 1). They have the same sediment type with the same thicknesses (10-15 km), but the Herodotus basin is approximate twice the size of the Levantine basin. Structural and stratigraphic (anticlines, pinch-outs, unconformities) traps are mainly common for both basins. The cap-rock for the Levantine basin includes Messinian evaporites, Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous clays and marls, Triassic and Jurassic evaporites. However, the cap-rock for Herodotus includes Messinian evaporites, calcareous siltstone slower-middle Miocene, and siltstones of Pleistocene due to the Nile cone sediment. The Levant Basin contains more than 14 km of Mesozoic–Cenozoic successions, including up to 2 km of Messinian salt, The Herodotus basin contains more than 7 km of Mesozoic–Cenozoic successions (Voogd and Truffert, 1992 [6]; Garfunkel, 1998) [7], which is overlain by up to 2–3 km of Messinian salt (Barakat and Dominik, 2010) [8]; El-bassiony et al., 2018) [9].

The study area is located in the Herodotus basin offshore West Egypt (Fig.2). It includes many structural domains, from southwest to northeast; narrow shelf zone; trending transform margin; Herodotus Basin; Herodotus Fold Belt, and Matruh canyon to the east (Baer et al., 2017) [10]. The shelf area is relatively narrow and it extends to the onshore discovery belt, where the Alam El Bueib (Lower Cretaceous) and Khatatba (Jurassic) reservoirs are found.

The Herodotus Basin is a Tertiary sag area subsequently formed during the opening of the Neo-Tethys (Mid-Jurassic to Early Cretaceous times), where the Messinian Salt covered almost the entire area.

The Herodotus fold belt is linked with the Mediterranean Ridge. The Messinian Salt is folded due to tectonic compression and gravity-driven deformation. The salt-related anticlinal structures of the Pliocene sequence could form structural traps.

The Matruh Canyon is Early Cretaceous rift basin trending to the north-north-east and was inverted in the Late Cretaceous. The stratigraphy of the Matruh basin is related to the onshore well datasets (Tari et al., 2012 [11]; Barakat et al., 2019 [12]).

The study area covers several structures with a variant thickness of sediments from shallow to deep data (100 to 3000 m) in addition to the complex water bottom (Barakat,2010) [13]. The seismic processing of such data is challenging and needs the state of art in order to produce a high-resolution data quality (Abdullah et al.,2021) [14].

**Theoretical Background**

When the marine sources (Air gun) release the high pressure into the seawater, an air bubble is generated and rapidly expands in the seawater. The bubbles are continuing repeatedly until all the energy is dissipated and breaks at the sea surface (Landrø et al., 2018) [15].

The release bubbles act as an additional acoustic pulse, the released pulse shape is the same as air guns which are used in the same survey in terms of
amplitude and periodicity which is called source signature (Sagrant et al., 2016) [16].

The source signature can be obtained directly from the recorded Far-Field wavelet or model using source parameters of the acquired survey or using extracted wavelet from the recorded data (Hobbs and Jakubowicz, 2000) [17].

The recorded wavefield can be defined as the convolution of several independent components. In order to recover the earth impulse response, the

Fig. 1: Eastern Mediterranean (a) structural map (b) East-west stratigraphic sequence (El-Bassiony et al., 2018).
The bubble pulse generates a low-frequency peak on the amplitude spectrum of seismic data (Fig. 3). The frequency is at 8–10 Hz with a harmonics series expanding up to at least 30 Hz (Dondurur, 2018) [18].

Several processing algorithms make the recorded seismic signal be expressed as a convolution of the emitted wavelet and the earth’s impulse response.

\[ y(t) = w(t) \ast f(t) \]  

Where:

\( y(t) \) = recorded signal; \( w(t) \) = emitted wavelet; and \( f(t) \) = impulse response required.

Theoretically, to remove the source signature, the design inverse filters for the signature wavelet in current data. The Wiener filter approach allows conversion from the input wavelet to any desired output wavelet (Breistøl, 2015) [19].

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    r_0 & r_1 & r_2 & \cdots & r_{n-1} \\
    r_1 & r_0 & r_1 & \cdots & r_{n-2} \\
    r_2 & r_1 & r_0 & \cdots & r_{n-3} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    r_{n-1} & r_{n-2} & r_{n-3} & \cdots & r_0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a_0 \\
a_1 \\
a_2 \\
\vdots \\
a_{n-1}
\end{bmatrix}

= 
\begin{bmatrix}
g_0 \\
g_1 \\
g_2 \\
\vdots \\
g_{n-1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

Where:

\( r \) = auto correlation of the input wavelet
a = filter coefficient

g = cross-correlation of the desired output and the input wavelet.

The Wiener equation can be applied for filter design in a wide range. In this work, a Wiener De-signature filter was designed using the average recorded Far-Field signature as an input and reshaping it to the zero-phase equivalent of the desired output wavelet.

Materials and Methods

The input average recorded the Far-Field signature from the recent 3D acquisition survey from offshore Egypt, the Mediterranean Sea, and the Near Channel data from the acquired survey after the De-ghosting stage. Source parameters are as follows, source type Bolt 1900 LLXT, number of sources 3, gun pressure 2000 psi, volume 3280 cu in, source separation 25 m, number of sub-arrays 2 per source, sub-array separation 8 m, source array length 14 m, Source depth 7 m and Shot point interval 16.667 m.

Nucleus plus ® software was used in the design of the De-signature filter. PGS software was used for the application of the designed De-signature filter.

To design the De-signature filter, the following steps were used:

Average the recorded Far-Field signature (Input Wavelet) is shown in Fig.4.

Determine the period of the bubbles from the amplitude term.

Generate the combined new reshaping amplitude term and new zero phase equivalent term (Desired output wavelet) in Figure 5.

Use the Wiener filter approach to design the output De-signature filter (operand is the input Average recorded Far-Field signature Wavelet and the operator is the Desired output wavelet).

The output 1D filter is the De-signature filter which is then applied to the marine seismic data to get rid of
the bubble effect and convert the data into zero phasing data. (Fig.6).

The output wavelet after the application of the De-signature filter is zero phase and free from the bubble effect (Fig.7).

Fig.4. Input Far-Field signature.

Fig.5. Desire wavelet output including the amplitude reshaping term and zero phase term.

Fig.6. Output De-signature filter.
Results and Discussion

The application of the derived De-signature filter using the proposed workflow on the input average Far-Field wavelet shows a good impact in terms of attenuating the bubble effect with a stable amplitude spectrum and converts the wavelet into zero phase without obvious artifacts.

On the other hand, the application of the derived De-signature filter on the seismic data recorded in complex water bottom from the Mediterranean Sea shows a good result in terms of removing the bubble energy and zero phasing the data with stable amplitude spectrum, as demonstrated in (Fig.8A) includes the Near Chan display before the application of the derived De-signature filter using the proposed workflow.

It clearly shows the oscillation of the bubbles effect on the recorded seismic data reduces the subsurface imaging resolution, (Fig.8B) is the autocorrelation display for the same Near Chan. The autocorrelation aims to demonstrate the similarity of a time series of the trace with itself.

This reflects periodical components embedded within the data due to the periodical repetition for the bubble oscillation.

Figure (9A) illustrates the Near Chan display after using the proposal workflow to apply the derived De-signature filter. It demonstrates the attenuation of bubble oscillation and increases the resolution of subsurface imaging without obvious artefacts. Figure (9B) shows the autocorrelation of the Near Chan after applying the derived De-signature filter, which results in good attenuation of the bubble oscillations with no obvious residual bubbles. Figure (10) shows the amplitude spectrum for a design window before and after the application of the derived De-signature filter.

This clearly shows that the high amplitude and low frequency bubbles are nicely removed with stable broadband of amplitude spectrum.

Figure (11) represents the decomposition of the recorded seismic data into frequency panels (Octave panels) before the application of the derived De-signature filter. It shows that the low-frequency bubbles are observed from 0 to 32 HZ and reduce the resolution of the low-frequency data. Figure (12) is the same Octave panels after application of the derived...
De-signature filter which shows a clear attenuation of the bubbles oscillation for the recorded seismic data as well as good continuity of the seismic events due to the inclusion of the zero-phase term to the De-signature filter.

Fig. 8. (A) Near Chan display, (B) Autocorrelation for the Near chan before De-signature application using WDD workflow
Fig. 9. (A) Near Chan display, (B) Autocorrelation for the Near chan after De-signature application using WDD workflow.

Fig. 10. Amplitude Spectrum before and after After De-signature application using WDD workflow.
Fig. 11. Frequency panel displays for the Near chan before De-signature application.

Fig. 12. Frequency panel displays for the Near chan after De-signature application.
Conclusions
The low-frequency residual bubbles in marine seismic data poses a significant challenge in data processing, particularly in case of complex water bottom areas. It is now possible to completely remove the bubble effect from data using robust and consistent acquisition parameters, in addition to the application of the presented optimum proposed workflow. This was demonstrated in this work by using the proposed workflow on newly acquired data at the study area in the Mediterranean Sea, offshore Egypt. The workflow has been tested in vintage areas, but residual bubbles were observed due to the instability of the source parameters or due to inaccurate reshaping parameters for the input wavelet to the workflow which needs some test to get the optimum parameters.

The main benefit of the Wavelet dependent De-signature workflow are,

- The proposed workflow is depending on only one input wavelet to drive the De-signature filter.
- The reshaping and zero phase equivalents were derived from the input wavelet, with no need for additional desire output wavelet.
- The frequency band of the amplitude reshaping is determined directly from the input wavelet.
- The full bandwidth is preserved, no predictive deconvolution is employed.
- The input wavelet could be the recorded Far-Field or Near field signature or modelled Far-Field signature or extracted wavelet from the seismic data.
- The optimization of the amplitude reshaping is the main factor to output a robust De-signature filter.

Finally, the combination of the stable Far-Field signature and reshaping parameters have complemented each other to get a stable De-signature filter.
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